Multi-state trajectory approach to non-adiabatic dynamics: General formalism and the active state trajectory approximation.
A general theoretical framework is derived for the recently developed multi-state trajectory (MST) approach from the time dependent Schrödinger equation, resulting in equations of motion for coupled nuclear-electronic dynamics equivalent to Hamilton dynamics or Heisenberg equation based on a new multistate Meyer-Miller (MM) model. The derived MST formalism incorporates both diabatic and adiabatic representations as limiting cases and reduces to Ehrenfest or Born-Oppenheimer dynamics in the mean-field or the single-state limits, respectively. In the general multistate formalism, nuclear dynamics is represented in terms of a set of individual state-specific trajectories, while in the active state trajectory (AST) approximation, only one single nuclear trajectory on the active state is propagated with its augmented images running on all other states. The AST approximation combines the advantages of consistent nuclear-coupled electronic dynamics in the MM model and the single nuclear trajectory in the trajectory surface hopping (TSH) treatment and therefore may provide a potential alternative to both Ehrenfest and TSH methods. The resulting algorithm features in a consistent description of coupled electronic-nuclear dynamics and excellent numerical stability. The implementation of the MST approach to several benchmark systems involving multiple nonadiabatic transitions and conical intersection shows reasonably good agreement with exact quantum calculations, and the results in both representations are similar in accuracy. The AST treatment also reproduces the exact results reasonably, sometimes even quantitatively well, with a better performance in the adiabatic representation.